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Readers of Current Contents m (CC’) are
well aware that I am fascinated by the cre-

ative process. 1 of course, this is not unre-
lated to our many discussions of art and its
marry connections to science.24 A recent
articl; in The New York Times reported that
the Barnes Foundation near Philadelphia “is
undergoing a sea change.”s However, The
Philadelphia Inquirer Magazine had antici-
pated this story several months earlier.b

Sincethe Barnes Foundation and its m COI-

Iection were the subject of CC essays back
in 1982,7$ I felt it was important to reprint
the article by Lucinda Fleeson, a staff writer
for the magazine, in CC.

Named after its creator Albert Coombs

Barnes, the institution is just a short drive
from the 1S1 building in University City, in
West Philadelphia. I have often treated visi-

tors to a tour of this wondrous place. Now
governed by Lincoln University, in Chester
Count y, a small, predominantly black

school of higher learning, the Barnes institu-
tion houses an art collection dominated by
large numbers of impressionist maste~ieces
with a value estimated a few years ago at
perhaps more than $1 billion.

Despite this surfeit of theoretical wealth,
the Barnes Foundation enjoys a relatively
modest endowment of $10 million, barely
enough to keep it open three days a week.
But a new president, Richard H. Glanton, a
lawyer by trade, hopes to retire the old
image of the institution as a nearly impene-
trable private castle and embrace the con-
cept of a public museum.

Richard H. Glanfon

However, Barnes, a colorful figure with,
at times, an acid personality, left an exclu-
sionary will that is a testament to his re-
markably tempestuous life. He placed
many legal srnctures on his surviving trust-
ees that bind them to perpetuating his idio-
syncratic style.

For example, though Glanton, a lawyer
who has a Iimited background in art, is

under severe financial stress, he is barred
from selling a single piece from the collec-
tion of more than 1,000 works, some of
which would fetch many millions of dollars.
The collection contains 170 Renoirs and 55

C&,annes, not to mention pieces by Rubens,
Goya, Picasso, Seurat, Titian, and other
masters. Some of them were purchased at
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ridiculously low prices in the late 1920s and

early 1930s with money made from the sale
of Argyrol, a populm antiseptic and disin-
fectant of the Period.g

Despite its justified reputation for being a
very reclusive institution, Barnes once de-
scribtd it as being for “the plain people, that
is, men and women who gain their liveli-
hood by daily toil in shops, factories,
schools, stores, and similar places.” It
would seem wisdom would dictate that the

sale of a few of the works in the collection
to meet financial necessities, such as the up-
keep of buildings, paintings, and other ad-

ministrative matters, would be a pmdent
course to follow at this point in time.

As mentioned earlier, Fleeson’s article
(Part 1 appears in this issue, Part 2 in the
April 15, 1991, issue of CC) appeared re-
cent] y in The Philadelphia Inquirer Maga-
zine. It serves to add interesting details

about Barnes’s life not touched on in our
earlier essays. It particularly fleshes out his
relationship with two of the important
women in his life—his wife, Laur% and his
long-time associate, Vlolette de Mazia. It
also introduces Glanton to the continuing
controversial saga, explaining his quest to
bring the Barnes Foundation into the

twenty-first century while still retaining a
measure of eccentricity and the fundamen-

tals of Barnes’s precepts on the nature of
creativity.

Barnes, who carried on an almost life-
long battle with the established art critics of
his time, believed, as he noted in his book
The At-? in Painting,]o that a work should
“reveal to us the qualities in objects and
situations which are significant, which have
the power to move us esthetically. The art-
ist must open our eyes to what, unaided, we
could not see .... A landscape... should catch
the spirit of the scene; a portrait,.,what is
essential or characteristic of the sitter.”

Historically, the Barnes Foundation has
regarded itself as an educational facility for
art rather than a museum. Housed in a
French Renaissance-style mansion, the mu-
seum and other main buildings, including
an arboretum, are surrounded by acres of
beautifully landscaped grounds.

Up to now, I have thought of the Barnes
as one of Philadelphia’s best-kept secrets.
The collection is indisputably one of the fin-
est displays of French modem paintings in
the world. I hope you will enjoy the piece
that follows even though Albert Barnes
might have castigated it. o 1’+91m
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